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OOOPS!
Looks like this page took a break



We wish it well on its rest. But let’s get you back on yours.



This is a 404: means you’ve clicked on a broken link or entered an invalid URL.
Maybe what you are looking for can be found at Joturl.com or on our Blog.






Explore our categories



With JotURL, you get a complete suite of tools to brand, track, and grow your business
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brand



Raise brand recognition



Find your best sources of revenue



Build my brand
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track



Discover new opportunities



Find your best sources of revenue



Track my audience
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GROW



Generate more conversions



Increase your leads and sales



Grow my business




Stay updated with the latest news from our blog
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The Best URLGenius Alternative in 2024

JotURL, Deep Linking

Year 2024. The world of digital marketing is moving more and more towards the mobile sector, it is undeniable, there are many studies that confirm this. Just see our own daily habits, how much time do you spend in front of the phone every day? How much time do you...
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New JotURL Chrome Extension: Empower your Deep Links Generation

Deep Linking, JotURL

In this article, we are going to analyze the new JotURL Chrome Extension, which now allows you to create Deep Links in just a few clicks even outside the JotURL Dashboard. If you haven't installed the JotURL Chrome Extension yet, you can download it now from the...
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4 Advanced Retargeting Techniques in Digital Marketing Every Marketer Can Use

Retargeting, Guest Post, JotURL

Imagine a customer walks into your store, browses through products, and leaves without making a purchase. There’s no tracking to remind them about the products. But, in the online space, you have retargeting. Retargeting is about tapping into the psychology of...










Your All-In-One Link Management Solution



Everything you need to brand, track, and grow your business in one easy-to-use platform.



Start a demo
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